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Topics covered in response to cmtee’s Qs.

GCM results and robustness
Local vs. general replicability/reproducibility
CMIP process and archives
Raw vs. derived data archives
Code archives: Analyses & GCMs
Operational data products (e.g. GISTEMP)
Paleo-data time-series/collection challenges
Thoughts & Recommendations

Examples of non-robustness in GCMs?

Hall and Stouffer (2001)

Hansen et al (1984)
Rind et al (2018, in press)

GCM R&R challenges

GCMs are locally replicable, but not generally

• Bit-replicability on local system is built-in & essential for
debugging/testing.

• Environment is fragile (compilers/libraries/OS are not stable
over time)

• e.g. even with code/inputs, old simulations are not replicable
without environment ‘containers’.

Reproducibility of results more important (w/diff models/
parameter choices/background climate etc.), but rarely
done outside of organized multi-model ensembles.

GCM R&R challenges: The CMIP solution

Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) (&
predecessor/sub-projects) are community-driven
standardized simulations w/common publicly available
outputs

• Complete buy-in from global modelling groups (since CMIP3 ca. 2004)
• Funded mostly via uncosted mandate + agency support for ESGF
• Increasingly complex/time consuming/massive (CMIP5: 4 PB, CMIP6: ~100 PB)
• Very easy to test reproducibility/robustness of results across ensemble, but
unclear how to interpret (i.e. it isn’t a pdf).

• Data access open, but ability to do complex multivariate analysis limited by
bandwidth

• No official support for archiving of analysis code/derived or intermediate data
• No server side analytics (yet)

Raw and derived data archives

Climate science has 3 massive data streams:

• Remote sensing (NASA/NOAA/Japan/ESA/etc.): continuous
global coverage/multi-variable

• Analyses/Reanalyses: Operational weather forecasts and
Hindcast weather forecasts w/fixed model.

• Coupled GCMs (i.e. via CMIP etc.)
Almost all ‘raw’ data (Level 2+ for remote sensing)
available quickly. No joint archives/derived data storage.
Biggest need? Process-based diagnostics across all
three archives

Code archives

Many standard toolkits for looking at climate data:
• nco, cdat, python/R/matlab/IDL libraries
Many standard code repositories (github, Jupyter, etc.)
Archiving analysis code is haphazard
Most (not all) GCMs have public releases of frozen
codes (i.e. CMIP versions). No GCM is open source(?)
Specific repository tags for experimental/development
versions exist, but not generally publicly accessible.
No standardized archive of specific versions (w/
configuration files/input data).

Operational data product: GISS Surface
Temperatures (GISTEMP)
Product originally developed in 1981, updated methods,
data inputs, homogenizations, urban corrections over
time.
Only uses publicly available data. Currently:
• NOAA NCEI GHCN, NOAA ERSSTv5, SCAR
• New open source data sets soon: ISTI/GHCN4
Analysis code available since 2007. Recoded in python
by external ‘citizen scientists’ ~ 2011, now basis for
operational analysis.
Homogenization process calculated de novo every
month

History of GISTEMP product over time

Historical changes from station inclusion, SST
data sources, updates to corrections for nonclimatic artifacts, methodology etc.

GISTEMP: Replicable and Reproducible
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The unique challenges of paleo data
archiving
Proxy systems do not necessarily have stable
relationships to ‘standard variables’ over time.
Age models are preliminary and often subject to change
Down-core archiving is much easier than time period
archives
Multi-proxy records needed for spatial coverage/bias
reduction
Current archives are too ‘dumb’ - freezing in place ‘as
published’ (often obsolete) data, not automatically
machine readable etc.

The unique challenges of paleo data
archiving: Solutions
Better standards for meta-data:
•

Linked Paleo Data (LiPD.net)

•

PAGES-2K (Kaufman et al, 2018; doi: 10.5194/cp-14-593-2018 see peer review discussion too)

Intelligent archives that can update age models, take
account of uncertainties, recalculate syntheses
interactively.
•

Smithsonian-led “Phantastic” project

•

paleo-CO2 (RCN)

•

Liesecki ‘stack’

Some general thoughts

Reproducibility has a cost to community (less de novo
explorations of parameter/structure space), benefit is
understanding robustness of results (modulo common
assumptions).
Replicability cost is borne by provider, but many benefits
to community (less time reinventing the wheel), easier
sensitivity tests.
Organized homes for replications, variations, code, and
derived data are needed.
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Specific recommendations…

1) Greater use of institutionally supported thematic/multi-project
archives of code and derived/intermediate data

• Current practice is haphazard, piecemeal and incoherent
2) Easier routes to publication
comments and replications

• See RealClimate post
3) Standardized repositories for
snapshots of GCM code/config/inputs

• Is entire runtime environment useful?
4) Intelligent archives for paleo-data

• Build in versioning/age model construction/uncertainty

for

